Abstract. This paper describes an approach for reasoning about the repairability of workflows at design time. We propose a heuristic-based analysis of a workflow that aims at evaluating its definition, considering different design aspects and characteristics that affect its repairability (called repairability factors), in order to determine if the workflow schema supports repairable executions of its activities through the application of repair actions. The analysis intents to identify and evaluate the impact of critical design flaws affecting the repairability of workflows. The results of this analysis are fed back to the workflow designer and used to improve the repairability of the workflow by making appropriate changes to its definition.
Introduction
Composition of Web services, or service integration, is an area of active research that focuses on the aggregation or combination of Web services with the potential to enable Business-to-Business (B2B) or Enterprise Application Integration (EAI). As an example, consider an e-commerce application responsible for selling and delivering goods to its customers. Such an application can be built based on the interaction of multiple partner services such as warehouses, suppliers and online shops. These constituent services interact with each other in order to achieve a common business goal, in this case, the efficient delivery of goods to its customers. Such a composition is typically described by a workflow where primitive activities denote invocations to Web service operations and structured activities implement control-flow dependencies between activities. We call such workflows Web service-based workflows because automated activities are implemented by using the functionality provided by Web services.
One of the desired characteristics of a composition of Web services is its repairability. Intuitively, this concept refers to the ability of a system to cope with any unexpected anomalous situations [3] . Repairability is also related to the notion of fault tolerance, which is understood as the ability of a system to provide the expected functionality even under the occurrence of failures. To some extent, repairability is a design issue, in the sense that it requires the workflow definition to support the execution of corrective actions (also known as repair actions) upon failures that have been detected at runtime. This in turn calls for methodologies and tools to support the design and evaluation of workflow specifications that enable corrective measures at runtime.
Several approaches have been proposed that consider the reparability of workflows, as well as other important properties, at different stages of the workflow development cycle. The application of Petri nets to validation of workflow definitions has been extensively studied in [1, 2, 10] . The work done in [5] explores the integration of transactional features and Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) to support workflow recovery at runtime. Some approaches exist [6, 13] that consider workflow recovery at design time based on the concept of exception handling. For example, in [6] the authors focus on the combination of exception handling mechanisms and the transaction concept used in databases to support the design and implementation of reliable workflow processes. They describe an algorithm to validate the correctness of a workflow to ensure that workflow executions do not reach unrecoverable states. Workflow recovery and adaptability have also been studied in [11, 12] . To the best of our knowledge, however, none of the current approaches considers evaluating the correctness of a workflow schema to ensure that repair actions can be applied at runtime.
Motivated by the need to support the design of conversationally complex composite Web services, this paper describes an approach for reasoning about the repairability of workflows at design time that aims at assisting designers in the definition of repairable workflows. More specifically, we propose a heuristicbased analysis of a workflow that aims at evaluating its definition, considering different design aspects and characteristics that affect its repairability (called repairability factors), in order to determine if the workflow schema supports repairable executions of its activities through the application of repair actions. In other words, the method intents to identify and evaluate the impact of critical design flaws affecting the repairability of workflows. The results of this analysis are fed back to the workflow designer and used to improve the repairability of the workflow by making appropriate changes to its definition.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces some preliminary information and some of the assumptions the approach is based on. In section 3, the notion of workflow repairability is introduced. Section 4 describes the heuristicbased approach proposed, defines the heuristic function to be used and discuss the repairability factors considered by the reasoning method. After introducing the theoretical background we proceed to describe in section 5 the algorithm implementing the heuristic-based analysis. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Finally, section 7 reports the conclusions and future work.
Preliminaries
In this work we assume the workflow designer is able to provide information about failure and branching probabilities associated to the activities in the workflow. Moreover, the repair model being considered is based on the execution of a sequence of repair actions. These include: substitute, compensate and retry. The semantics of substitute(A, B) is that activity A (its service provider) is replaced by the functionally equivalent activity (another service provider) B. We assume the designer is able to determine whether two activities are functionally equivalent. As for compensate(A, B), it means that activity A is compensated by activity B,i.e. the execution of B rolls back the effects caused by the execution of A. Finally, retry(A) means that activity A is re-executed. In the following we introduce the workflow and execution models used throughout the paper.
Workflow Model
For modeling workflows we decided to use a graph-based approach similar to the one proposed in [7] and represent workflows as directed graphs. The main reason for this was the simplicity and adequacy of this model to support the type of analysis we are interested in. More specifically, a workflow schema is modeled as a directed graph, called the control graph, which captures the behavioral and functional aspects of a workflow specification. Nodes in the graph denote activities while directed arcs (called control arcs) represent interconnections between activities. Nodes are classified into activity nodes and control nodes. The former model primitive activities, which include activities that use the functionality provided by some partner service (called external activities) and those activities used for implementing the data flow as well as other aspects of a workflow business logic, e.g. exception handling. Control nodes, instead model control-flow structures (structured activities). We consider workflows expressed using the five basic control-flow patterns along with the structured loop and multi-choice patterns described in [8] . Finally, data dependencies between primitive activities are modeled using a directed graph (called data graph) that specifies the input and output objects of each activity.
From all the variables defined in the workflow we consider the subset of goal variables. A goal variable is a variable whose value can be used for evaluating the correctness of a workflow execution. From this set it is also possible to compute the set of goal-dependent activities. Such activities modify a goal variable either directly or indirectly through a chain of data dependencies with other activities. Goal-dependent activities are important for repairability purposes since their repairability affect the correctness of a workflow execution. 
Workflow Execution Model
The execution of a workflow schema S is modeled as a sequence < I 0 , . . . , I n > where each
Intuitively, a workflow instance captures the state of the workflow at a given point during its execution. That is, an instance specifies the state of every activity in the workflow (not activated, activated, running, skipped and completed ), the state of every arc defined between activities (not signaled, signaled ) and the state of every data object specified in the workflow (ok, suspected, unsafe). The state unsaf e means that the value of an object is incorrect while suspected state means that its value might be incorrect, e.g. due to data dependencies with other unsaf e or suspected objects.
Repairability of Workflows
During workflow execution, a WfMS is responsible for executing workflow activities according to the control flow specified by the designer. The WfMS is also responsible for monitoring the execution of activities with the aim of detecting faults that may occur during or after the execution of each activity. When a fault is detected the workflow execution stops and a diagnosis process is started in order to discover the causes of the faults. The result of the diagnosis task is the current (faulty) workflow instance and a set of abnormal activities; i.e. functionally incorrect activities. A repair module uses the information provided by the diagnosis module in order to generate a combination of repair actions such that when executed it can repair the faulty instance and resume the correct execution of the workflow. From this, it is possible to see that the repairability of workflows depends on the ability to repair faulty instances. Then, the repairability of workflow instances is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Repairability of faulty instances). A faulty instance I f is repairable iff for every activity that needs to be repaired (abnormal and infected activities) there exist a repair.
In this definition, repair means that it is possible to either execute a set of predefined repair handlers or find a combination of repair actions such that, when applied to the faulty instance, brings the workflow execution to a correct final state. We call the first approach, predefined repair and the second approach, which is based on the computation and execution of a combination of repair actions at runtime, automatic repair. In contrast to abnormal activities, infected activities are those that, although not abnormal, they read data written by other abnormal or infected activities. Next we define repairability of an activity.
Definition 2 (Repairability of an activity). Let S be a workflow schema and A an external activity of S. Then, A is repairable iff there exist a set of repair actions or predefined repair handlers that can be applied to A.
Based on these definitions we introduce now the notion of repairability of a workflow schema, which defines what it means for a workflow schema to be repairable.
Definition 3 (Weak Repairability of Workflow Schemas). A WF schema S is repairable iff there exist at least one faulty instance
Although it is not feasible to enumerate all possible (faulty) instances of a workflow schema and compute their repairability, it is however possible to estimate the repairability of a workflow using heuristic information. Notice that this definition imposes only a very weak requirement on repairability (that is why we use the term weak repairability). The other option is to require that all faulty instances can be repaired, which would be referred to as strong repairability. However, this would be far too strong a requirement.
Heuristic-Based Repairability Analysis
With the goal of determining the repairability of a workflow schema we propose to perform a heuristic-based analysis of the workflow definition in order to know whether the schema supports repairable executions of its activities. Such analysis considers various repairability factors that influence the repairability of activities and of the entire workflow. Intuitively, a repairability factor can be understood as any characteristic or attribute of a workflow design that influences the possibility of repairing faulty executions. For example, the definition of predefined fault handlers associated to an activity is a factor affecting its repairability.
The method proposed here inspects a workflow definition with the goal of identifying critical design flaws affecting the repairability of activities and, evaluating the impact of such flaws on the repairability of the entire workflow. The results of this analysis are fed back to the workflow designer and constitute valuable information that can be used in order to devise changes to the schema that can improve the repairability of the workflow. More specifically, the outcome of this analysis is a set of non-repairable activities, each of which is enriched with information about different workflow characteristics affecting its repairability. For example, the analysis could tell the designer that an activity is not repairable because no predefined repair handlers have been associated to it. In addition to this, the repairability reasoner evaluates the impact each non-repairable activity on the repairability of the workflow and ranks activities based on their relative importance. The ranking of activities helps designers to focus their attention on those activities whose repairability affects the overall repairability the most.
A Heuristic for Reasoning about Repairability
From the definitions introduced above it is possible to see that, if every abnormal and infected activity in a faulty instance I f is repairable then I f is repairable and, in general, if every activity in I f is repairable so is I f . In the same way, if none of the activities in I f are repairable then I f cannot be repaired. Consequently, the probability of a faulty instance I f being repairable varies according to the number of repairable activities. More specifically, by increasing the number of repairable activities the probability of I f being repairable does not decrease. In the same way, by decreasing the number of repairable activities in I f the probability of I f being repairable does not increase.
In the same way that the number of repairable activities is related to the repairability of workflow instances, the repairability of a workflow schema is related to the number of repairable activities. Based on this relation we can define the heuristic function h(s) as follows:
h(s) = number of repairable activities of workflow schema s.
On the one hand, h(s) = 0 means that none of the activities are repairable hence the workflow is not repairable. On the other hand, h(s) = N (where N is the maximum number of external activities) means that every activity in the workflow is repairable and therefore every faulty instance of the workflow can be repaired.
Repairability Factors
In the following we discuss the repairability factors that we have considered for the repairability analysis of workflows.
-Repairability of constituent activities: By definition this is the most important factor affecting the repairability of workflow schemas. -Set of repair actions: The expressivity of a set of repair actions plays an important role in the assessment of a workflow's repairability as it influences the ability of a repair module to recover the workflow execution from different types of faults.
-Data and control-flow dependencies: Data and control-flow dependencies between activities are central to both workflow repair and the repairability analysis of workflows for two important reasons. First of all, they are used for computing the set of goal-dependent activities. Second of all, the impact of non-repairable activities on the repairability of the entire workflow varies depending on the control-flow dependencies between activities. -Predefined repair handlers: Workflow languages usually allows designers to associate arbitrarily complex fault/compensation handlers to groups of activities. Such handlers are used by the exception handling mechanism provided by the WfMS in order to repair user-defined, application specific errors. Therefore, their repairability influences the repairability of the activities they are associated to. Notice, however, that the absence of repair handlers does not necessarily mean that an activity cannot be repaired as a combination of repair actions may be applicable. -Equivalent and compensating activities: In order for substitute(X) to be applicable there must exist at least one functionally equivalent activity that can be used to replace X for. In the same way, for the compensate(X) action to be applicable there must be at least one compensating activity that can be used to rollback the effects caused by the execution of X. Equivalent and compensating activities can be provided by the workflow designer based on the analysis of different aspects such as QoS agreements and security. The lack of such information can be interpreted as a design flaw affecting the repairability of activities.
-Workflow instance and the recovery process:
The repairability of workflows also depends on instance data, i.e. the state of the faulty workflow execution. Moreover, the computation of a sequence of repair actions depends on the state of the recovery process, e.g. it depends on the effects caused by other recovery actions. -Type of Web service operations: As pointed out in [4] , the enforceability of repair actions depends not only on the type of fault detected but also, on the type of Web service operations used by activities in the workflow. For example, using the conversation models described in [4] it is possible to know whether a partner service provides the means for compensating activities, i.e. whether an operation is compensatable.
Repairability Reasoning Algorithm
This section describes the algorithm for reasoning about the repairability of workflows, which is implemented by a Workflow Repairability Reasoner (WfRR). It implements the heuristic-based approach proposed in section 4 and builds upon the definitions introduced in the previous sections. The algorithm also takes into account the repairability factors discussed in section 4 to define rules for checking the repairability of activities and for determining the impact of non-repairable activities. The input of the WfRR is a workflow definition extended with repairability information provided by the workflow designer. This information includes failure and branching probabilities for activities, the list of compensating and equivalent activities, the list of predefined fault/compensation handlers and the list of goal variables. In addition to this, the reasoner uses a model of the conversations supported by the workflow with every partner service. As for the output, the repairability reasoner returns a list of non-repairable activities ranked according to their relative impact on the repairability of the workflow. For each such activity the reasoner specifies several design characteristics affecting its repairability.
Starting from the workflow definition the WfRR processes the workflow schema by traversing its control graph and processing every constituent activity according to its type. For every external activity the WfRR computes its goal dependency property in order to determine whether the activity is goal-dependent. If the activity is not goal-dependent it is discarded and the reasoner processes the next activity. Otherwise, the WfRR calls an Activity Repairability Reasoner which is responsible for determining the repairability of constituent activities based on multiple repairability factors. After all non-repairable activities have been identified the WfRR evaluates their impact on the repairability of the workflow. This is done by considering failure and branching probabilities as well as the control-flow structure of the workflow. The outcome of this step is a ranked list of non-repairable activities that reflects the relative importance of each of them with respect to the repairability of the workflow.
Computing Goal-Dependent Activities
The goal dependency property of an activity depends on the particular execution path followed by each workflow execution. This is because the execution of control-flow structures such as XOR-splits determines the set of activities to be executed next and hence, it affects the actual data dependencies between activities. Therefore, the lack of instance data makes the computation of this property at design time more difficult and less precise than computing it at runtime. Although under certain circumstances it is possible to precisely determine an activity's goal-dependency, e.g. when the conditions of XOR-split activities are known a priori, in general, this is not possible. Consequently, the algorithm associates with every activity its probability of being goal-dependent, which is determined based on branching probabilities.
Checking the Repairability of Activities
Checking the repairability of an activity involves two tasks. The first one consists in checking the repairability of predefined repair handlers associated to the activity, while the second one consists in checking the applicability of repair actions. On the one hand, if the workflow definition is such that neither predefined repair handlers nor a combination of repair actions can be applied then the activity is not repairable. On the other hand, if either predefined handlers or a combination of repair actions (or both) can be applied then the activity is repairable. In the following, we describe in more details how these two steps are implemented.
Checking Applicability of Repair Actions. The applicability of repair actions depends on the workflow instance being repaired, the state of the repair process, the state of the conversations supported by partner services, the workflow definition and the diagnosability of faults, among others. At design time, however, the lack of instance data makes the process of assessing the applicability of repair actions less precise.
The method proposed here consists in verifying whether the preconditions for the applicability of each repair action hold w.r.t the workflow schema. For example, in order for the substitute repair action to be applicable the workflow definition must be such that the activity has at least one equivalent activity associated to it. Due to incomplete information these constitute necessary but not sufficient conditions for the applicability of repair actions, i.e. their unsatisfiability implies the non applicability of the repair action whereas their satisfiability does not guarantee that the enforceability of the repair actions at repair time.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses the model of the conversations supported by each partner of the workflow [4] in order to know the type of operations provided by each partner service and thus refine the preconditions of repair actions. In particular, operations provided by Web services can be classified as retriable, if it has no effects on neither the workflow nor the service, i.e. it can be retried multiple times, compensatable, if the service provides the means for compensating its effects and, permanent, if the operation is neither compensatable nor retriable. This information must be provided by the designer of the services used by the workflow and therefore it is available at design time. For the purposes of implementing the algorithm we decided to model this information using a XML document that contains the value of the properties mentioned above for each operation (activity). In the following we define the rules for every repair action together with a possible sequence of actions to repair an activity:
if compensatable(A)∧∃B : compensating(A, B)∧∃C : equivalent(A, C) then [comp(A), subs(A)]
Note that rule 2 concludes retry(A) because a compensatable activity can always be retried provided its effects are undone first. In the same way, rule 3.1 concludes retry(A) because A is retriable. Finally, rule 3.2 concludes subs(A) because an activity can be substituted provided its effects are compensated first and an equivalent activity exists.
Checking Repairability of Predefined Handlers. The next step consists in verifying if the predefined handlers attached to an activity support repairable executions of it. For this, we use the same ideas discussed in [6] and consider the characteristics of repair handlers during the validation of the workflow definition complemented with the conversation models mentioned before. The algorithm assumes that a finite, loop-free list of predefined handlers can be computed statically from the workflow schema. It also assumes that handlers are primitive activities, i.e. no structured activities or sub workflows are supported (although extending the algorithm with such a recursive step would be straightforward). The algorithm returns the list of non-repairable handlers. More precisely, it checks that handlers associated to retriable activities are also retriable and, those associated to compensatable activities are compensatable as well. Moreover, handlers attached to non-retriable activities must be retriable and those associated to activities placed after permanent activities must be retriable.
Evaluate Impact of Non-repairable Activities
After the WfRR computes the set of non-repairable activities, the final step of the algorithm is to evaluate the extent to which non-repairable activities affect the repairability of the workflow. The result of this evaluation is a list of nonrepairable activities ranked according to their relative impact. The impact of each non-repairable activity can be measured by considering different workflow characteristics such as the branching and failure probabilities, QoS parameters associated to the activities, the complexity of each activity or their type, etc.
The approach used here considers a combination of the failure and branching probabilities of an activity. More precisely, we associate with every nonrepairable activity a relevance index which captures the relative importance of the activity. Such index is defined as the product between the branching probability and the failure probability of an activity. That is, given a non-repairable activity A whose branching and failure probabilities are bP rob(A) and f P rob(A) respectively, the relevance index is defined as:
This index imposes an ordering on the list of non-repairable activities that satisfies the following conditions:
-non-repairable activities with branching probability bP rob = 0 are discarded. This is a desire property since such activities are never executed and therefore their repairability does not influence the repairability of the workflow. -non-repairable activities whose failure probability is f P rob = 0 are discarded. The same reasoning as before applies here although in this case activities are executed but never fail.
The evaluation of the impact of non-repairable activities can be improved by considering certain loop constraints. For example, the relevance index could be extended to consider the expected maximum number of iterations of an activity inside a loop along with their associated probability distributions. Naturally, this would require the workflow designer to provide information about probability distribution for loops.
An Example
Consider the workflow illustrated in Figure 1 . The workflow schema includes the specification of failure and branching probabilities. Let us assume that the model of the conversations and the repairability information provided by the workflow designer is as follows:
The algorithm starts by processing activity A 1 . Initially the list of nonrepairable activities is empty. The first thing the algorithm does is to check if A 1 is goal-dependent. In this case activity bookF light is goal-dependent since it writes the goal variable DepartureT ime. Then, the algorithm checks whether A 1 is repairable. In this case, the list of predefined repair handlers for the activity is empty hence the algorithm checks the applicability of repair actions. Following the rules described in the previous section, it is possible to see that none of the repair actions can be applied to A 1 . The reason is that although according to the conversation model the activity is compensatable, no compensating activity has been associated to it and thus it is not possible to compensate A 1 . Neither is it possible to retry or substitute it. Since no predefined repair handlers is associated to A 1 and no repair action can be applied the algorithm concludes that A 1 is not repairable and adds it to the list nonRepairableActivities. Following the same approach it is possible to see that A 2 , A 3 and A 4 are repairable. Applying the rules introduced in the previous section it is possible to conclude that A 2 could be repaired by executing either [retry()] or [retry(), substitute()].
Validation
The correctness of the repairability reasoner is defined in terms of its completeness and soundness. The WfRR is complete if every time the repair planner finds a repair plan for a faulty workflow instance the activities repaired by the repair plan are regarded as repairable by the repairability reasoner. The WfRR is sound if the repair planner is unable to generate a repair plan (for every workflow instance) in all the cases for which the WfRR returns an empty list of repairable activities. To evaluate these properties we decided to run the WfRR on a set of randomly generated workflows an compare the results with those obtained from running the repair planner on the same set.
The initial experimental setup consisted in running the tools on five different test cases. Each test case consists of a number of workflow schemas and each schema is generated with a random number of activities, variables (we show the results for cases with a maximum of 20 activities) and its associated repairability information, including failure and branching probabilities, goal variables, predefined repair handlers and compensating/equivalent activities. Additionally, for each schema we randomly generate the corresponding conversation models. Since we are only interested in faulty executions, for each schema we generate a random faulty instance which contains a random number of abnormal activities. Table 1 shows the results of the experiments conducted on five different cases. For example, case 1 consists of 40 Wf schemas with 12 activities (2 of which are XOR-splits) and 4 abnormal activities. For this case, the repair planner found a repair plan for only 6 of the Wfs and, for each of these 6 Wfs, the list of repairable activities generated by the WfRR is a superset of the list of activities repaired by the repair plan (completeness). Additionally, the WfRR found that only 3 (out of 40) Wfs contain an empty list of repairable activities. Accordingly, for each of these 3 schemas the repair planner did not find a repair plan (soundness). Note that in the cases for which the repair planner finds no repair plan (e.g. 34 out 40 in case 1) the WfRR may find that some activities are repairable. This is because the repairability ultimately depends on instance data.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is a heuristic-based algorithm for reasoning about repairability of Web service-based workflow processes at design time. Such algorithm evaluates a workflow definition taking into account a number of repairability factors with the aim of identifying design flaws that lead to nonrepairable activities. The results of the analysis are then fed back to designers in order to support the design of repairable workflows. The algorithm works on the workflow schema and assumes the designer is able to specify certain repairability information along with a model of the conversations supported by the workflow with each partner service. The algorithm weights non-repairable activities according to their relative importance w.r.t the repairability of the workflow.
As for future work, we would like to improve the current reasoning algorithm. One possibility is to incorporate the diagnosability aspect of workflows into the reasoning method in order to consider the diagnosability of activities. Although the initial evaluation results match our expectations further testing needs to be done in order to evaluate the correctness of the algorithm on a much bigger set of workflows and faulty instances.
